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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A cold front will continue to push through the gulf today leading to widely scattered showers and the potential for isolated 
thunderstorms. This will increase winds across the gulf from north to south. Winds will range from a gentle to strong breeze today. 
Winds will also decrease from north to south as the cold front pushes further south. Today into tomorrow high pressure will build 
into the northern gulf behind the front. This will lead to mostly dry conditions for tomorrow with only a low chance for isolated 
showers. Winds will be moderate to fresh during the day tomorrow. Winds increase tomorrow evening into the overnight as the 
frontal boundary lifts north as a warm front. This combined with high pressure to the north will increase the pressure gradient.
Winds tomorrow evening into tomorrow night will become fresh to strong. Seas will be slight to moderate today into tomorrow. 

Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Sunday a low pressure system will track north of the gulf while the associated warm and cold fronts impact the gulf. Winds will be 
southerly behind the warm front as it lifts north into the southeastern US. The cold front pushes into the gulf Sunday morning into 
Sunday night. Winds will be southwesterly directly ahead of the front becoming northwesterly and west-northwesterly behind the 
front. Wind speeds may range from a fresh breeze to near gale force with moderate to rough seas. Shower and thunderstorm 
chances will be best along the front. Monday into Wednesday the cold front stalls in the eastern gulf keeping shower and isolated 
thunderstorm chances around in that region. Monday into early Tuesday a second cold front pushes into the northern gulf before 
dissipating. High pressure builds in behind the stalled cold front in the eastern gulf Tuesday into Thursday. Elevated conditions will 
continue into early next week with this complex set up. Thursday conditions should start to relax as high pressure takes over. 
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